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Among us memes aren' t funny

Ladies, if you're lucky, you hit the jackpot with the other signifier. A good spouse is supportive, respectful, caring and i hope very funny! It's much more fun to spend your life with someone who knows how to make you laugh and goes out of your way to do it. The internet is full of funny husband-and-wife
memes, and each makes us laugh because of its sheer simplicity. These guys aren't professional comedians - they're just a bunch of guys who know when a good joke is in order. Take a look at these 18 husbands whose hilarious antics are a shining example for men everywhere. Via Reddit Well, there's
no fear of this father appearing feminine while wearing his baby Bjorn. He's got that macho thing locked up! Our only question is, what time is the gun show?. Via Reddit Step One: Acquire life-size cardboard cut from Star Trek Worf. Step two: Put Worf in the shower. Step three: Aim at the camera, and
wait for the joy to follow. (Step four: Search for divorce lawyers in your area.) Via Reddit ... And there's an ice cream sale. Hey, can you blame him? After all, he's human. It was on SALE! Via Imgur Way to keep you elegant, my good man! Via Reddit Aaaaand? Mission accomplished, huh, folks? What do
you mean, you don't want your daughter dressed as Lady Gaga to blow herself up with the Tin Man? It's called fashion. Via Reddit And ten minutes later, the baby is more amazing than ever! Those eyebrows are so in fleek, it's kind of scary. Via Imgur Of course, he goes with you, but that's where his
compliance ends. When you are given the opportunity to paint Batman, you always paint Batman. End of story. Via Reddit Happy Birth to you! There's nothing a duct tape can't fix. Via Reddit Why do they always choose the most flattering photos for these custom blankets? Oh yes, because they're ten
times as hilarious as that! Via Twitter I don't know about you, but this extreme zuckerberg close-up is enough of an impediment for me. It's not stupid if it works! Via Pleated-Jeans When your husband has an artistic side, it's hard to hide it. And why should he hide it when he can create adorable works of
light vandalism like this? Via Reddit It's not like he's being childish... he's simply being childish. It's much more beautiful that way, don't you think? Now somebody get this big kid a beer in a glass before he gives him a go of rage. Via Reddit It is absolutely correct! This is not a husband-and-wife meme - it's
just a fact of life. Why does mounted sheets have to be so impossible to fold? Via Imgur True love knows no bounds. Not even the bathroom doors. Via Reddit I see what you did there, you big pervert! At least he gave you some lunch money, too. Via Reddit Wow, thank you, darling. This is very useful
when I have a house full of company coming up and I'm up to my ears in and sweet potato! Via Imgur Correction: This is not good use, it is the best use of all time. Via Pleated-Jeans and he did a great job! We don't usually like to see the dark dark in a bathroom, but in this case, let's make an exception.
Never change, funny husbands of the world! You're perfect the way you are. Getty Images, rd.comS we've probably been in these embarrassing situations before. The best way to move on is to laugh about it. How many funny animal memes can you relate to? Don't be embarrassed! For more animal-
related laughs, check out these hilarious animal jokes. Getty Images, rd.comOh my God! Get me out of here! These funny quotes from Mom my mom's are going to make you cry. Getty Images, rd.comIf notifications and save your phone. These funny animal memes are getting better and better. You will
also want to scroll through these funny pictures that will break you. Getty Images, rd.com What? That's more comfortable. Getty Images, rd.comA cute, too! Here are some bird puns that will give you a charlatan. Getty Images, rd.comVoque you can call me a teacher's pet, I don't care. rd.com, rd.com
Getty Images, Getty Images I wasn't feeling like myself. Please don't hold me responsible. rd.com, Getty Images rd.com, Getty Images rd.com, Getty Images rd.com, Getty ImagesThey haven't said what form. rd.com, Getty Images rd.com, Getty Images What did you do for me? rd.com, Getty ImagesI
forgot what it's like to go out there. Don't miss out on these classic dad jokes that are sure to make you roll your eyes. rd.com, Getty ImagesPlease Karen, just send an email. rd.com, Getty Images We're all familiar with this little jump. rd.com, Getty ImagesMy's worst nightmare consists of Legos all over
the floor and having to get to the phone ringing across the room in time. rd.com, Getty Images rd.com, Getty Images rd.com, Getty ImagesWhat are you doing for lunch today? Be sure to send your colleague some of these hysterical office jokes. rd.com, Getty ImagesI wonder what my cousin's best
friend's boyfriend is doing these days. Now that you have your dose of funny animal memes, check out these Pokémon puns that will a-mew-s any trainer. Originally published: December 15, 2020 Sometimes an image is worth 1,000 words, and sometimes you need to put a few more on top of it. Here are
some feminist jokes, some with barbs, some poignant, but all humorous and concise. via Twitter This image features Gene Wilder from Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory. In the film at this point, he is quite cheerful, but this image has been used for many quip condescending online. via Reddit This
image comes from Terminator 2 and portrays the character Sarah Connor, who embodies power and courage. via Reddit Saturday Night Live's Nasim Pedrad, portraying Arianna Huffington, and Seth Myers are pictured here in a 2012 Weekend Update scare with a quote from him. The Colbert Report In
This Quote from the 2012 Colbert Report, Steven was mocking presidential candidate Rick Santorum's view that access to birth control leads to more babies born out of wedlock. Satirist Andy Borowitz wrote this in a 2012 2012 where he discussed the Republican National Committee and compared its
positions to positions since the 17th century. via Twitter Tina Fey said this by accepting the prestigious Mark Twain Award in 2010. This caused controversy when PBS edited during the broadcast, although it was available online. PoliticalLoudmouth.com The context of this quote is probably from the
debate about cutting funds for planned paternity clinics. Revolutionary Miss Shannyn Moore wrote these words in a blog for the Huffington Post in December 2012: My guns are less regulated than my uterus. Formidable Republican opposition This was a tweet from Bill Mahr in 2012. Team Coco This joke
is attributed to Conan O'Brien 2013, via Team Coco. The Colbert Report The Colbert Report comedy by Stephen Colbert could be so pointed out in so few words. via Twitter Paul Ryan is the target of many feminist quotes and memes because of his positions on women's issues, such as planned
parenthood defunding (announced on International Women's Day in 2017), where a segment of Medicaid beneficiaries receives medical care such as screenings and cancer screenings. The pro-life stance of Paul Ryan of the Blue Street Journal is well documented, as is his views on policies that are
seen to work against women's economic power. via Twitter Paul Ryan has been criticized for his votes and opinions on policies such as family leave and equal pay for women. fb.com/humocracy Clinton opened some trails for women -- being the first woman nominated by a major party for president, for
example. The other 98% In 2012, Tina Fey spoke at the Center for Reproductive Rights' Inaugural Gala Center at Jazz at Lincoln Center in New York. via Twitter The hurricane, although it did not hit Tampa, delayed the start of the 2012 Republican Convention, and may have kept the number of
protesters. FB.com/RachelMaddowFans television host and political commentator Rachel Maddow works for MSNBC and holds a doctorate in political science at Oxford. FB.com/WeLoveToIrritateHatefulRepublicans Madeleine Albright was the first female secretary of state and served in that position from
1993 to 2001. The truth will set you free, but first it will you off. — Gloria Steinem Obviously, as an adult, I realize that this girl-to-girl sabotage is the third worst type of female behavior, just behind saying 'like' all the time and leaving your baby in a dumpster. Tina Fey A woman is like a tea bag. You never
know how strong she is until she gets into the hot water. Eleanor Roosevelt I am not a lady: I am a member of Congress, and I will proceed on that basis. — Mary Norton, the first woman Democratic member of Congress I have a brain and a uterus, and Both. — Pat Schroeder, Colorado's first female
member of Congress That's like someone being like, 'I don't really believe in cars, but I drive one every day and I love it puts me and makes life so much easier and faster and I don't know what I would do without it. — Amy Poehler on women who renounce feminism A woman without a man is like a fish
without a bicycle. Gloria Steinem If you want something said, ask a man; If you want something done, ask a woman. Margaret Thatcher When a man gives his opinion, he is a man. When a woman gives her opinion, she's a bitch. Bette DavisOf course I'm not worried about bullying men. The kind of man
who will be intimidated by me is exactly the kind of man I have no interest in. Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie I am a feminist. I've been a woman for a long time. It would be stupid not to be on my side. — Maya Angelou I myself have never been able to find out precisely what feminism is: I only know that
people call me a feminist whenever I express feelings that set me apart from a doormat. — Rebecca West, British journalist of the twentieth centuryHe — and if there is a God, I am convinced that he is one he is he. because no woman could or ever f**k things up so badly. George Carlin I love to see a
young woman go out and take the world by herlai. Life sucks. You have to go out and kick ass. — Maya Angelou The only jobs for which no man is qualified are human incubators and wet nurse. Similarly, the only job for which no woman is or can be qualified is a sperm donor. — Wilma Scott Heide,
feminist author Women are always saying, 'We can do anything men can do.' But men must be saying, 'We can do anything women can do.' — Gloria Steinem I'm tough, ambitious, and I know exactly what I want. If that makes me a bitch, OK. Madonna Why do people say 'grow some balls'? The balls
are weak and sensitive. If you want to be tough, grow a vagina. These things can get your ass kicked. Sheng Wang Men are from Earth, women are from Earth. Deal with it. — George Carlin Carlin
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